
 

 
 
 
Wairoa Loop Track, Hunua Ranges Regional Park 
 
The Wairoa Loop Track is a forest walk featuring views of the formidable Hunua Ranges and its impressive 
reservoirs.  
From Repeater Road car park, the track follows a 4WD track along a bush-fringed ridgeline 300m up. After 
about 10 minutes, a short sidetrack leads to a viewing platform with tables and seats overlooking the massive 
Upper Mangatawhiri Dam and beyond to the steep valleys of the Hunuas.  
The track continues along the ridgeline for another 10 minutes, reaching a junction with the Mangatawhiri 
Challenge Track. About 200m down the track is a basic campsite and shelter, near Pt396. This section of the 
track forms part of the Te Araroa Trail, and the campsite and shelter is a common stop-over for thru-hikers. 
Five minutes further along Repeater Road, the Wairoa Loop Track is signposted on the left, descending a 
steep ridge through forest characterised by ponga and nikau palms. The track weaves down the ridge for 
about 20 minutes before following an idyllic stream, which flows through a series of pools and waterfalls. 
A large slip recently closed this part of the track, but it has since been upgraded and a new bridge has been 
built crossing the stream. 
After about 20 minutes, the track reaches Otau Road, which is followed for a further 10 minutes. Surrounded 
by forest, the sheltered and quiet gravel road is still pleasant to walk along. 
The road continues towards the face of Wairoa Dam, where the track leaves the road and heads back into the 
forest, slowly climbing above a stream before gaining a ridge. After about 40 minutes climbing, a 15 minute 
side track leads to a lookout over Wairoa Dam and the steep forest-clad ranges beyond. 
From here, the incline flattens before the track rejoins Repeater Road. Soon there is a picnic bench with more 
extensive views of the Wairoa Reservoir which snakes deep into the ranges. 
It’s an easy walk back along Repeater Road to the car park. 
 

 
Wild File 
Access Repeater Road or Otau Road 
Grade Easy 
Time 3hr 
Distance 8.4km 
Total ascent 516m 
Map BB33  
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much 

information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, 
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps 

and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.  
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